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BBB Launches Modular Housing solutions.
New philosophy of real estate: Dynamic housing.
BBB short for Basic Building Blocks was inspired from a quest to revolutionize the way we experience living. We are in a world where people
are no longer tied to one country, city or continent - more and more we are becoming world travellers, seeking new adventures, careers and
leaving our homelands in search for ‘something more’.
BBB cutting edge technology allows you to create a home or workplace or business area that fits your requirements at any given time in your
journey of life.
Anton Popov: «Historically we think about a house or building as real-estate, something for ages, immovable. On one hand, it is true, but on the other life
becomes more dynamic, faster, wider, juicy. Especially for active people. And in the nearest future new reality will come to some of us in respect of housing and
our attitude to it. Cars are almost there, in a few years you will not own a car anymore, you will buy an unmanned automated service to move from A to B.
BBB philosophy and technology bring you to the future of housing which fits any lifestyle and business needs. Any size any shape from a single house to a
settlement in a few days! Actually we are bridging to Dynamic housing solutions.
Just imagine that you could build a township in few weeks but also you could move or relocate it or store or even sell it out keeping the value with no harm to
the environment!»
With our busy lives in cities and suburbs, we are more increasingly drawn to nature, forever looking to escape to lush forests, mountains and
streams. Hotels are no longer as appealing when compared with the beauty of pristine surroundings and glamping is becoming very popular.
BBB concept is intended to solve this quest by facilitating dynamic accommodation, anywhere thus taking glamping to a whole new level. Our
units can be erected in less than a week, they can be extended or reduced in size, and you can pack them up and take them to a new location
without damaging the units or the surroundings.
BBB production is located in Slovenia and has become the pioneer in dynamic living spaces. Their products are self-assembling, need minimal
permits and can be made to fit any lifestyle.
And it is absolutely diﬀerent from all known existing analogues. With BBB you always keep the value of your investment: buy back
options, resize, relocate, reshape or just sore it!
If you are looking for a proper solution for your camping or glamping site, your backyard or simply an oﬃce or a quiet space somewhere in
nature then BBB has everything that fits your needs not only today but any day in the future.
Anton Popov, the founder of BBB says founded the company in Slovenia as a spin-oﬀ from his SCI Park project - a futuristic suburban
development changing the way we live and interact.
Additional info and pictures could be easily obtained at www.basicbb.com
BBB project has an International team and is open for cooperation.

